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is produced in the combustion chamber and a new change of air is sucked in. The whole cycle is then repeated. faction (or rarified portion of air) starts down the ... 
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FIRST OF TWO PARTS



The Design of Pulse Jet Engines By Dick Klockner, EAA 3201 Drawings by Stan Dzik of pulse jet engines, Q thebut history very little about actual con-



the charge. The cycle is thus repeated at some frequency determined by the length and shape of the tube. (See Fig. 2). If the shape of the tube is nearly



uite a bit has been written about



struction. This is written in the hope that it may create a better understanding of the factors which influence the operation of the pulse jet. Many experimenters have either contemplated or have actually tried practical experimentation with these jets in the hope that they could be used for helicopters or sailplanes. Many of those who have tried actually building a pulse jet have given up in disgust after a few weeks or months of effort. The ideas presented in this article are based on experimentation carried on for about two years by myself and my good friend Dale Wolford. At least 90 percent of this time was filled with disappointment and failures. Ultimately, however, two types of pulse jets were made to run — the valve type and the valveless. Of the two, the valveless units are much more desirable.
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straight, th.- wave length can be assumed to be four times the length



of the tube, and the frequency can be determined by the simple formula: f = Vs f=frequency, cycles per sec. V s =velocity of sound in the hot gases



in the tube, ft. per sec. FIG.2.
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Drawings by Stan Dzik



A. The valves open sucking in a charge of air and fuel is injected. B. The valves are closed by the explosion and the gases are pushed out the tail pipe. C. The high velocity gases pass out the tail pipe, a low pressure area is produced in the combustion chamber and a new change of air is sucked in. The whole cycle is then repeated.



faction (or rarified portion of air) starts down the tube. This is reflected at the bottom and returns to the top, where the condition at "A"



is restored. This process is repeated



A



over and over again. If the air in the column is set in



motion by an outside force which has TUBES CLOS.EPKT OKIE E. KID



FIG. 1



The operation of a successful pulse jet tube is based on the resonance of a vibrating column of air. When a disturbance is produced in air, it is propagated by a series of compression and rarefaction waves in all directions. When the air is confined within a tube, any disturbance produced at one end travels to the other



end and is reflected back to the initial end, is again reflected, and so on. An example of this phenomenon is air blowing across the end of a tube. The condensation (or compaction) of the air produced at "A" in Fig. 1 travels down the tube, is reflected at the bottom and returns to the top, where it pushes the air aside as shown at "B". As a consequence, a rareSPORT AVIATION



periodic impulses such as a tuning fork, resonance will be produced if the natural frequency of the tube matches that of the tuning fork. In the case of the pulse jet this outside force is caused by the intermittent explosions of the engine. Briefly, we can say that a pulse jet engine will continue its cycles and resonate if, after the initial explosion, the rarefaction and condensation waves arrive in sufficient strength and in the proper sequence. The rarefaction wave causes a Jowor



than atmospheric pressure in the tube and the valves open, sucking in a charge of fresh air equal to ahov.t 1/7 the length of the tube. There is an influx of air at the exhaust end of the tube at the same time as it is sucked into the front of the jet. The condensation shock wave then compresses the gas-air mixture and the remaining burning particles from the previous explosion ignite



= wave length in ft. This formula is sufficient for most



experimenting. For example, we shall assume a pulse jet tube which is 4 ft. in length. The wave length of this tube is then 4 x 4=16 ft.



Since the speed of sound in the hot gas column is about 2100 fps we can quickly find the frequency of the tube with the above formula. 2100 ft./sec.



f=V s =————————=131 cycles/sec. 16 ft./sec. The tube shapes which will resonate seem almost infinite (although it is hard to believe at times) if all other factors concerned are proper.



There are a few conditions, however, which will not support resonance. One of the tube shapes which will



not function either in theory or in practice is a cigar or aerodynamic FIG.5



AERODVHMIC SHAPE VJi-HCM WILL. NOT
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A similar condition occurs if the exhaust end of the tube is choked by



stronger explosion. Consequently it would be wise for a beginning experimenter to make his tubes long and



then gradually shorten them as experimenting progresses. If an increased diameter cylinder



is added to the tail section of a pulse jet, theory predicts that during one working cycle intake and compression can occur twice. This is not a



good condition for valve type units because it affects valve life. However, we have found it excellent for valveless units because the incoming charge can be doubled over a simi-



lar straight tail section. It is possible to have an engine which is
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a flat plate with a smaller opening. The condensation and rarefaction waves are weak and are reversed when they reach the valves, so the tube does not function. If the jet is first running, it can be choked a small amount before operation ceases. Another condition which will not support resonance is a tube which is too short. The longer the tube, the less critical are the other parameters. The longer tube sucks in a larger charge of air and produces a
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formance seems to be produced when the tail pipe has about twice the volume as the combustion chamber. As the maximum diameter of the



jet is increased, the ratio of the



total length of the jet to the maximum diameter can be decreased. In comparing a valve type jet of 6 in. with a valveless one of the same



size, the above ratio is about 9.5 for the valved tube and about 11 for the



valveless. For a valve unit of 22 in. maximum diameter, this ratio drops to about 6. For very small jet tubes



of 1 in. maximum diameter this ra-



much shorter using this technique. Even a simple straight pipe will



tio goes to about 20.



as a surprise to some, but it is perfectly logical when one considers a simple organ pipe. This configuration is very poor on performance, however. The best all around per-



shown in Fig. 4 will show the diameter of the combustion chamber for any particular thrust. This chart applies only to the valve type jets. Since the cross-sectional area of the



run as a pulse jet, which may come
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In order to determine how large to make a pulse jet tube, the chart



combustion chamber should be about twice that of the tail pipe, you can determine this dimension once a combustion chamber diameter is picked.



The length can also be found by multiplying the maximum diameter by



9.5 for tubes of about 6 in. The construction materials for pulse jet tubes should be 347 stainless steel because of the corrosion and high temperatures. In our experiments



we have measured temperatures as



high as 1790° F. However, most experimenters cannot afford such expensive materials. We found that 16 gauge cold rolled steel works quite well for static experiments. At this temperature the cold rolled steel has very little strength, but it is ample



to withstand the combustion chamber gauge pressure of 20 psi.



In a valve type unit the valves are of the utmost importance, for their presence dictates to a great extent the life of the jet and also the efficiency. If a valve area is too small for a tube, it will have poor efficiency, and if it is too large the



tube will not operate. We have found



that the best method of expressing valve size is the ratio of the inlet area to the combustion chamber area. We have run valve type units with



THE "GOON"



ratios as low as 0.1 and as high as



SEQUEL



.378. After a jet is started, the ratio can be increased with a subsequent increase in thrust. The unit will not



necessarily start, however, at this



John Calcr Photo



John Caler, 1562 Colfax Ave., North Hollywood, Calif., writes us that he has purchased Art Chester's "Goon" from Harvey Mace who recently restored it. (See June SPORT AVIATION). John was a close neighbor of Chester and spent much time with him while he was working on his various raceplane projects. He hopes to restore the "Goon" completely to its original configuration and is seeking a C-6-S Menasco engine for it. Anyone able to be of help is



invited to contact him at the above address. 14



new ratio. If the tube is moved through the air at a high speed, it is the same as increasing the ratio. Consequently at some flight speed the jet will cease to operate. Next month we will describe and illustrate two of the most popular valve types used, and conclude with a short description of the valveless type pulse jet. A JULY 1958
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